The Asola Mounting System convinces by easy mounting, reliability, quality and its water density

- Applicable for carports, atria, winter garden or hall roofing
- Adapted for framed & frameless solar laminated glass elements as well as conventional solar modules
- Waterproof
- Easy mounting due to ready-made construction parts
- Blinded cable routing and connectivity for highest design requirements
- All components of premium quality „Made in Germany”
- Individual consulting and professional assembly by our local technical partners

www.asola-tech.de
The specific construction of the long profiles enables a blinded cable routing and connectivity.
The design of the profile is protected against animal bite marks, for example from marten.
Dimensions of the profile construction guarantee a secure watertightness as well as protection against weathering.

The mounting system fits our VITRUM Carport product line perfectly.
A symmetrical and architectural balanced design is given.

Ready-made construction parts for mounting of cross profiles.
Construction parts for cross profiles are factory-made according to customer demands.
Consequently the cross profiles will only have to be assembled, which enables an easy and efficient mounting.

The specific construction of the long profiles enables a blinded cable routing and connectivity.
The design of the profile is protected against animal bite marks, for example from marten.
Dimensions of the profile construction guarantee a secure watertightness as well as protection against weathering.

10 years warranty on material and processing defects.